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The Summer of Bowls!
With soaring temperatures and a
record-breaking dry spell, HBC
bowlers have been out on the
green enjoying the sunshine
even though it has been
challenging on some of the really
hot days. The last week has seen
that ease off and we have had
some beautiful days on the
green.
There are plenty more bowls to
be played as we head into
Autumn so make the most of it
and get out on the green.
Check out the competitions
coming up later in this
newsletter.

We had a fabulous turn out for the popular Jade Cup
Championship. A mixed pairs format saw the creation of a large
number of really sharp teams that resulted in some spectacular
displays of bowling. Taking place across Saturday and Sunday,
we still were not able to find a winner. The deciding games will
be played in due course between Don Baker / Laurita Arnerich
and Mike King /Wilhelmina Starke. It will be an exciting battel!

Jade Cup in progress

Battle of the Nose
Cones
The Jade Cup saw David Featherstone and Chas Harrison going
head to head in the battle of the nose cones. A timely reminder of
the power of the sun and why we should do whatever we can to
protect ourselves from those harmful rays. Look after yourselves !

Get your names in now! Sheets are up on the noticeboard at the Club.

Don’t forget the Ozich Open Tournament is on April 7th – start getting your teams
together and names in now.

Important Notices
Staying Safe
For your health and those around you please follow these directions;

• Bowlers should discourage handshakes, kisses or hugs
• Bowlers should not pick up their opponents or teammate bowls
• Bowlers should wash their hands thoroughly before and after game
• Anyone with flu-symptoms or feeling unwell should avoid the risk of spreading their infection, whatever the infection may
be by staying home and recovering

Change of dates
Closing day will now be 23rd May and the AGM will now be on the 24th May.
Please make note of these important date changes.

Stay up to date
The time is approaching where we will be compiling the handbook for 2020/21 season.
If you have any changes to your details for the new season handbook the time to tell us is NOW. Please let Tony Lumb,
our secretary, by either email hendersonbowling@gmail.com
or leave a note on the noticeboard (there is a sheet there to record any changes).

That’s all Folks! Happy Bowling!

